Durham e-Theses contains the full-text of Durham University Higher Degree theses passed after 1 October 2009. Durham University Library is in the process of digitising its extensive collection of PhD, MPhil and Research Masters dissertations from 1899 onwards. The full text of these dissertations is made freely available for anyone to read via the Durham University's e-theses service. If you do not wish to have your research made freely available, you can contact the library to request that your thesis be removed from the repository.

This site describes how to search dissertations and theses written at the University of Helsinki. You can also read instructions about submitting and publishing theses. You can find more information about the services related to digital theses and dissertations here.

Browse or search dissertations and theses. You can search for digital theses and dissertations in the Helsinki University Digital Repository Helda. Search.

Browse digital master's theses in Helda.

E-Theses Online Service (EThOS) is a bibliographic database and union catalogue of electronic theses provided by the British Library, the National Library of the United Kingdom. As of March 2018 EThOS provides access to approximately 480,000 doctoral theses awarded by over 140 UK higher education institutions, with around 3000 new thesis records added every month. EThOS records thesis data and metadata which can then be searched with basic and advanced search terms.